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Trumpsters are Dumpster Divers, Fraught with Bottom Feeders: A letter to my nephew 

In memory of those suffering in Ukraine at the hands of mass murdering genocidal psychopaths, 

who Trumpsters and Orbánites whole heartedly support (82 links to vloggers and news outlets 

who report on the events): Do you know Jake Broe - 82 - pdf.file 

 

Congradulations! I just made you famous: Trumpsters are Dumpster Divers, Fraught with 

Bottom Feeders, Accessories to Mass Murder Genocide, to Pedophilia, to Rape—in other words, 

Lucifer’s frontmen: A letter to my nephew. Let's let the public decide who won this argument: 

http://www.mediaaccess.hu/userspace/pdf_files/Joey%20Dias-Trump%20rebuttal.pdf 

 

 

March 14, 2024 

http://www.mediaaccess.hu/userspace/pdf_files/Do%20you%20know%20Jake%20Broe%20-%2082.pdf
http://www.mediaaccess.hu/userspace/pdf_files/Joey%20Dias-Trump%20rebuttal.pdf
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Ref: 

https://www.facebook.com/chris.dias.98/posts/pfbid02CDzcbivwihtvbG8bL3Di8SdAozQjG3ftzrqgY3

xThSz8APjGcfFCmmgp8tFgQ41Tl?comment_id=1491399231507489&notif_id=1710201050046658

&notif_t=feed_comment&ref=notif 

 

Dear Joey (31 years old),  

Firstly, because you are my nephew and because you haven’t yet done anything serious enough to 

warrant my complete disdain for your self-being and well-being, as others in the Dias clan have done, 

I’m going to be more civil to you on this topic than I normally would be. Secondly, when someone so 

flippantly trolls
i
 (Be sure to see ALL and EVERY endnote!) me as you have just done, which is often 

characteristically a favorite pastime and the status quo among Trump supporters, who find that true 

discourse is far removed from their “high moral value” perceptions, and agreements with the Almighty, 

I generally take off my gloves and my expletives begin to flow as freely as Facebook will allow. 

Trumpsters are of a kind who usually profess to serve a Holy alliance with a god they claim to be the 

one and only All-knowing and All-good and All-gracious God, of a Godly imagery that cannot be 

questioned, even knowingly well that hell is purported to be of a far larger size than heaven, and even 

knowingly well that man was made in the image of God, and even knowingly well that it is they who 

not only break God’s laws—accepted in the Holy Book, but do it willingly and often and intentionally 

so—which is not accepted by the Holy Book, that one can judge them not to be of Christian values, 

but of an immoral disgrace; I can certainly presume that this is a kind of group in which you truly 

belong. Such “moral high ground value” games and motives play into this going-to-church, Bible 

thumper makes me a Christian façade, ironically of being as something righteous, when it in fact IS 

NOT, but is more of a conduit straight from the depths of the fiery hell you claim is only for bad folk.   

So let’s get started, shall we? Normally, in any argument, I show respect with others who would like 

to have civil discourse, but I find that people who want this is not common, and I have yet to find 

Trumpsters to be mindfully respectful or to be interested in working their rhetorical charm in order to 

want me to see their side, if not outright convince me to change my mind (I used to whole heartedly 

support Trump, by the way, but I was never a Trumpster.), as you have implied in your post. Although 

you seem to have fallen into such a category, I feel compelled to set you straight, as straight as I can 

muster.  

This paper can be viewed as not only an exercise in persuasive dissension, but as an exorcism to ward 

off demons unbecoming of so-called moral-high-ground-values Christians, and more importantly, to 

ward off demons who claim to be holding United States Constitutional principles, when they, in fact, 

DO NOT, but DO, in fact, hold values contrary to both—and please note that herein, every single one 

of my statements is supported by clear and concise examples, unlike yours. In essence, you are an 

accomplice to mass murder! 

So, let’s quote you, yourself: 

Just because Trump is with someone doesn’t make them friends. In fact, Trump was harder on 

foreign leaders than any president in recent memory. Friend to none. 

The thing about Trump is that if you’ve been paying attention for the last 8 years… the 

homework is done. We have a 4-year presidential term (really 3 years) to reference. So don’t 

reference anything about Trump that is outside of that. Because it won’t apply. 

https://www.facebook.com/chris.dias.98/posts/pfbid02CDzcbivwihtvbG8bL3Di8SdAozQjG3ftzrqgY3xThSz8APjGcfFCmmgp8tFgQ41Tl?comment_id=1491399231507489&notif_id=1710201050046658&notif_t=feed_comment&ref=notif
https://www.facebook.com/chris.dias.98/posts/pfbid02CDzcbivwihtvbG8bL3Di8SdAozQjG3ftzrqgY3xThSz8APjGcfFCmmgp8tFgQ41Tl?comment_id=1491399231507489&notif_id=1710201050046658&notif_t=feed_comment&ref=notif
https://www.facebook.com/chris.dias.98/posts/pfbid02CDzcbivwihtvbG8bL3Di8SdAozQjG3ftzrqgY3xThSz8APjGcfFCmmgp8tFgQ41Tl?comment_id=1491399231507489&notif_id=1710201050046658&notif_t=feed_comment&ref=notif
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… Stick to the rules. If you’re referencing something Trump might do, you must substantiate 

it by something done in the first 3 years of his previous term.  

I could write a lengthy book to respond to your memes, but somehow I’ll have to restrain my 

composition to be shorter, first and foremost, because your flippant prognosis of this theme 

automatically closes the door on a proper line of discussion: “… the homework is done,” the 

vagueness in what you do have to say, and the very fact that you haven’t read or looked into anything 

I’ve said thus far, including the video you commented on; these are all clear signs that you’re not 

interested in the ease and substantive nature—but long nature, that I not only take to both validate that 

your positions are absurdities, but to refute those absurdities in record speed through the most basics in 

rhetorical discourse 101.  

To continue, it is clear that your respect for me is small or nil, and therefore, for anything I say about 

the matter will likely fall on deaf ears, muted before the first sound bites are echoed, and not even 

cursorily read; nevertheless, it is positions like yours that have stimulated my Calling to voice reason 

where reasoning seems to be void of content. Your pretense for “Moral High Ground
ii
” will be 

addressed as this writing unfolds, which we will start with your first remarks, as shown above. 

Hi, Joey Dias, welcome to my world. My name is Chris Dias, I am a Communications Instructor here 

in Hungary. I have been teaching Communications since 2002, or thereabouts. I have had students as 

young as 6 year old twins and as old as 85. I’ve taught and am teaching a slew of students with a slew 

of interests: elementary school, high school, college, professionals (CEOs, accountants, software and 

hardware developers, physicists, English teachers, language oriented professionals, doctors, HR 

recruiters, lawyers, politicians, in the theater and movie industry, water polo players, pilots and others 

in the airline industry, individual students and groups—the list is long enough—you get the message), 

and I’ve edited works for publishing (i.e., medical papers, legal papers, fictitious books, and websites). 

As a show of gratitude from one such student, a world renowned doctor in Neurology, with an 

impeccable record and foresight into moving her field foreword, I was recently invited to her 

habilitation.  

I am especially well rehearsed in aiding students in their quest for job searches, and am highly skilled 

at revamping my students’ presentations so that they usually acquire their goals as quickly and as 

efficiently as practical, which brings me to my first direct response to your flaunting of a very first 

principle of what Christianity and of what Constitutionality frown upon: “So don’t reference anything 

about Trump that is outside of that. Because it won’t apply.” I like this word “önéletrajz,” in 

Hungarian and in Latin it’s “Curriculum Vitae.” The Hungarian version means “autobiography” and 

the Latin version means “course of one’s life,” which is the same with a different take. In American 

English we use the word “resume,” which means that piece of paper you give to a potential employer. 

I like the Hungarian and Latin versions because when you go to look for a job, everything you’ve done 

in your life is applicable to your job interview—Everything! So when I’m hiring (setting someone up 

for successful job searching efforts) we want to know about their first achievements: When did you 

decide you wanted to be a software developer, and when was the first time you did something related 

to that? You started to like math when you were 3? Please tell me more. We can often make the case 

that their stories start early, and is relevant. Of course not every—and maybe even many, employers 

will ask such questions, but we need to develop a full-picture mosaic. So in essence, this rule of yours 

where I can only talk about 3 years of Trumpet’s 77 years is just one of your many glaring bogus 

fallacies in your short message above, which invokes a flurry of cans of worms, wrap my head around. 

This notion that I can’t talk about Trump’s past from his early years, to the present, to what he says 

he’s going to be doing in the future, is simply preposterous.  
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I could go on and on about what you wrote in just your few lines, but first and foremost, I teach 

writing skills, verbal articulation, as well as listening and reading skills, with an affinity for body 

language. With every single thing you write—not just you, anybody, whether it be something fictitious 

or something real, the design MUST BE a statement that is followed by clear and concrete examples 

(or vice versa in some cases). With truth, you have a true statement followed with true and clear facts, 

and NOT some abstractions that fog my mind, as your lack of effort does. With every storyline, 

fictitious or not, your statement MUST include clear, vivid, concrete, images. What you have ever 

written, as far as I can see, and have seen you post over and over again, doesn’t even make an effort to 

be smart or acute with its assertions. “Trumpsters don’t even pretend to be smart.” – me I can presume 

that you’ve acquired some type of schooling, have you not? My God, you sound like a child who can’t 

say anything other than what your headmasters has taught you (The Scientific Outlook, Bertrand 

Russell, part 3, XIV, Education in a Scientific Society p.251), which is an abstraction of myths and 

lies, for the most part. The best type of propaganda is a little bit of truth with a whole lot of bullshit. 

Logic and reason and discourse and history and current events and future predictions based on current 

and past events and statistics DO matter. So Your “rules”—not mine, not that of what should be of a 

proper discussion, are mired in unrealities, are delusional (The Twilight Zone [1959-1964]). Even you 

wouldn’t be able to follow your own rules if push comes to shove. 

Another thing you said was, “Just because Trump is with someone doesn’t make them friends. In fact, 

Trump was harder on foreign leaders than any president in recent memory. Friend to none.” Well, a 

business person who doesn’t have friends, in the practical sense, won’t have a very stable business, for 

sure. What makes a friend, would be the first question. This is certainly one idea that is a most abstract 

and problematic concept, but let’s see what Trump and Orbán say about each other (admittedly most 

of the following resources are left-wing leaning, but that doesn’t make it wrong. Trump, as well as Fox 

News, are both hardline leftist entities, prove me wrong!): 

PM Orbán met Trump on Friday in the former president's Mar-a-Lago residence in Florida. 

Talks were followed by a dinner and concert. In the video recorded at the concert, Trump said: 

“No one is better, smarter or a better leader than Viktor Orbán. He's fantastic”. 

References amassed: 

Viktor Orbán: Past to Present - August 2, 2020 

Putin's Kleptocracy: Who Owns Russia? (book, pdf.) 

Alexander Dyukov, «THE SOVIET STORY» — The tissue of lies; 13.04.2011 12:21 - 

Обновлено 17.01.2013 11:15 

Viktor Orbán has joined Twitter and has “one question on my mind: Where is my good friend, 

Donald Trump.” (politico.eu, Oct 11, 2022) 

Hungary's prime minister, Viktor Orban, leads those European populists. He calls Trump a 

friend and predicts the president will be reelected. (NPR, Nov. 1, 2020) 

LIVE: MAGA Gets UNCOVERED as Republicans FLEE The Party 

Includes a massive amount of MAGA border crisis / crossing false narratives 

Fed Up MSNBC host utterly TORCHES CREEPY GOP senator LIVE on air  

Ref: Senator Katie Britt 

Trump ‘will not give a penny to Ukraine’ if he wins, Hungary’s Viktor Orbán says – The    

Guardian 

GOP Congressman SUDDENLY QUITS and BASHES his OWN Party on TV 

MTG Suddenly ERUPTS in TOTAL PUBLIC FREAKOUT 

Marjorie Taylor Greene Harassed Parkland Survivor David Hogg 

Trump made promises to never touch Social Security. Hear what he thinks about it now 

Fox Host INSTANTLY CRUMBLES after Live Trump Fact-Check 

https://archive.org/details/scientificoutloo030217mbp/mode/2up
https://www.populismstudies.org/viktor-orban-past-to-present/
https://ia802902.us.archive.org/34/items/Dawisha2014Putin/Dawisha2014PutinKleptocracy.pdf
https://www.scribd.com/document/141344540/Alexander-Dyukov-THE-SOVIET-STORY-The-tissue-of-lies
https://www.politico.eu/article/hungarian-viktor-orban-to-twitter-where-is-donald-trump/
https://www.politico.eu/article/hungarian-viktor-orban-to-twitter-where-is-donald-trump/
https://www.npr.org/2020/11/01/930137113/publicly-hungary-pm-orb-n-predicts-trump-win-privately-prepares-for-loss
https://www.npr.org/2020/11/01/930137113/publicly-hungary-pm-orb-n-predicts-trump-win-privately-prepares-for-loss
https://www.youtube.com/live/MroxnJVdP0E?si=UUS9eN4Fc0vc3G84
https://youtu.be/ZEXzcEx6gg0?si=FO8s2IBt7gRGYgNS
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2024/mar/11/trump-ukraine-war-viktor-orban
https://youtu.be/RESFK3N_iYg?si=Y5slHVeZaZyfbL0Y
https://youtu.be/WfOsa9VspQU?si=OzUuIC0YKWubBB7w
https://youtu.be/0fHkW4kJYKU?si=r5ieD_U8dWz2ZfSM
https://youtu.be/yKjp-SgldCk?si=S83WIX3GwtTITxrs
https://youtu.be/9e_jz_B1dtk?si=P1OrgFYNRxJoUDq3
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Trump STILL having PANIC ATTACK over Biden Speech 

Marjorie Taylor Greene Harassed Parkland Survivor David Hogg 

Trump and Orbán have a longstanding relationship, and their meeting Friday comes as 

Hungary has had conflicts with the Biden administration. 

Former US President Donald Trump said no one is better, smarter or a better leader than 

Viktor Orbán. Prime Minister Viktor Orbán published ... 

Mr Orban, who has openly backed his "good friend", suggested that Mr Trump's move would 

hasten an end to the two-year-long war in Europe. 

 

Orban says "the war is over" if U.S. cuts aid & weaponry. Trump with Orban tonight: “There's nobody 

that's better, smarter or a better leader than Viktor Orban. He's fantastic… He's a non-controversial 

figure because he says, 'This is the way it's going to be,' and that's the end of it. 

 

But Jon Stewart packages these troubles most succinctly: Jon Stewart Calls BS on Trump & 

the GOP's Performative Patriotism | The Daily Show 

 

By the way, I have 26 flyers in an effort to fight Viktor Orbán’s kleptocracy. They are mostly in 

Hungarian, with some English, some German, and some Russian: Flyers explaining various political 

myths, as well as Viktor Orbán’s kleptocracy. 

Trumpster Dumpsters are Fraudsters. Tell me where I’m wrong! You say that Trump is a “Friend to 

none.” So, in school, this is a kid who you sometimes befriend to make them feel better because you 

feel sorry for them. It happened to me in elementary school, putting me on the raw side of the deal. 

When I found out, that was an instant dissolution of that relationship. “A friend to none
1
” is indicative 

of a business person and politician who is struggling in their relationships and is by all accounts 

unsuccessful.
iii
  

You, being a Christian and all … about promises, well, let’s see what the Bible says about promises: 

What does the bible say about people keeping promises? 

ChatGPT 

The Bible contains several teachings and principles related to keeping promises and being 

faithful to one's word. Here are a few relevant passages: 

Numbers 30:2: "When a man vows a vow to the Lord, or swears an oath to bind himself by a 

pledge, he shall not break his word; he shall do according to all that proceeds out of his 

mouth." 

This verse emphasizes the seriousness of vows and oaths made to the Lord, highlighting the 

importance of fulfilling one's commitments and promises. 

Ecclesiastes 5:4-5: "When you make a vow to God, do not delay to fulfill it. He has no 

pleasure in fools; fulfill your vow. It is better not to make a vow than to make one and not 

fulfill it." 

This passage underscores the importance of not only making promises but also promptly 

fulfilling them. It warns against making rash vows or commitments that one cannot keep. 

                                                      
1
 The science of why friendships keep us healthy: American culture prioritizes romance, but psychological science is exploring the human need for 

platonic relationships and the specific ways in which they bolster well-being by Zara Abrams; Date created: June 1, 2023, Vol. 54 No. 4, Print version: 

page 42 

https://youtu.be/PKd5DBt3KTg?si=vR_pzeR0W4sLrCNi
https://youtu.be/0fHkW4kJYKU?si=r5ieD_U8dWz2ZfSM
https://ny1.com/nyc/all-boroughs/politics/2024/03/09/trump-meets-with-hungary-s-leader--viktor-orb-n--continuing-his-embrace-of-autocrats
https://ny1.com/nyc/all-boroughs/politics/2024/03/09/trump-meets-with-hungary-s-leader--viktor-orb-n--continuing-his-embrace-of-autocrats
https://abouthungary.hu/news-in-brief/trump-no-one-is-a-better-leader-than-viktor-orban
https://abouthungary.hu/news-in-brief/trump-no-one-is-a-better-leader-than-viktor-orban
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/ukraine-war-orban-trump-money-b2511102.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/ukraine-war-orban-trump-money-b2511102.html
https://youtu.be/LJUl77rsFEw?si=ZCjpNjS5CNGdR3px
https://youtu.be/LJUl77rsFEw?si=ZCjpNjS5CNGdR3px
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1yPkMtzdcZtILMSYQdx_yIpuEEdkyUssM
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1yPkMtzdcZtILMSYQdx_yIpuEEdkyUssM
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Matthew 5:33-37: In this passage, Jesus teaches about oath-taking and honesty: "Again, you 

have heard that it was said to the people long ago, 'Do not break your oath, but fulfill to the 

Lord the vows you have made.' But I tell you, do not swear an oath at all: either by heaven, for 

it is God’s throne; or by the earth, for it is his footstool; or by Jerusalem, for it is the city of the 

Great King. And do not swear by your head, for you cannot make even one hair white or black. 

All you need to say is simply 'Yes' or 'No'; anything beyond this comes from the evil one." 

Jesus emphasizes the importance of honesty and integrity in communication. Rather than 

making elaborate oaths, he teaches simplicity and truthfulness in one's speech and actions. 

Overall, the Bible encourages believers to be people of integrity, keeping their promises and 

commitments as an expression of their faithfulness to God and others. 

Memorandum on security assurances in connection with Ukraine’s accession to the Treaty on the Non-

Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. 

Registration Number 52241 

Title 
Memorandum on security assurances in connection with Ukraine’s accession to the Treaty on 

the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons 

Participant(s) 

Russian Federation 

Ukraine* 

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland 

United States of America 

 

Submitter Ukraine 

 

Places/dates of conclusion 

Place Date 

Budapest 05/12/1994 

 

EIF information 5 December 1994 by signature 

Authentic texts 

Ukrainian 

Russian 

English 

 

Attachments  

ICJ information  

Depositary Government of Ukraine 

 

Registration Date Ukraine 2 October 2014 
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Subject terms 

Security 

Nuclear matters 

NPT (Non-Proliferation Treaty) 

Arms 

 

Agreement type Multilateral 

UNTS Volume Number 3007 

Publication format Full 

Certificate Of Registration COR-Reg-52241-Sr-65115.pdf 

Text document(s) volume-3007-I-52241.pdf 

Volume In PDF v3007.pdf 

Map(s)  

Corrigendum/Addendum/Note  

    

 

Pope says Ukraine should have ‘courage of the white flag’ and negotiate with Russia   

Putin's Attack on Ukraine: Documenting War Crimes (full documentary) | FRONTLINE 

Mariupol... out of range | Documentary film 

Lithuanian Prime Minister Šimonytė on the Russian threat and European security | DW News 

What Caused World War Two? in 90 Seconds 

 

Without your, yours—Joey Dias, commitment, you are NO FRIEND to Jesus. Without just a smidgen 

of decency and a knowledge of history, you are no friend to the voting booth or to United States 

Constitutional Conservatism! (By the way, I don’t write this stuff for fun, so I hope you take it and 

evaluate it!) Send the FUCKIN’ WEAPONS! 

Orbán says that Trump won’t send a penny if he’s elected! No matter what position you take or which 

way your swaying, you don’t tell your enemies (but then Putin is closer to a friend) what you’re going 

to do. 

One of my students, who’s a puppet drone of Putler and Viktátorus (Orbán the dictator) said that I’m 

getting fake news about the Ukrainian—Russian war. So, I have been collecting the links to the 

vloggers and news outlets. I started with 30 something, and as of today I have listed 75. I have been 

asking him day and night which ones are lying to me so I can delete them and complain immediately. 

And like you, he never answered, and then he disappeared—I still send him that question every time I 

add a new news outlet to my list. If you’d like, I can send it to you or upload it where I upload this 

document. Study! Study! Study! Every Trumpster and Orbánite I’ve talked to wants to apply logic 

without both content and context. Incredible! 

I demand of all of my students that every single assertion needs to be supported with clear and 

decisive examples, not some abstractions that are pulled out of their asses that produce a rancid smell, 

https://treaties.un.org/doc/Treaties/2014/10/20141002%2009-07%20AM/Other%20Documents/COR-Reg-52241-Sr-65115.pdf
https://treaties.un.org/doc/Publication/UNTS/Volume%203007/Part/volume-3007-I-52241.pdf
https://treaties.un.org/doc/Publication/UNTS/Volume%203007/v3007.pdf
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/pope-says-ukraine-courage-white-flag-negotiations-rcna142643
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/pope-says-ukraine-courage-white-flag-negotiations-rcna142643
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/pope-says-ukraine-courage-white-flag-negotiations-rcna142643
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/pope-says-ukraine-courage-white-flag-negotiations-rcna142643
https://youtu.be/3d8ap-wq3JM?si=uGQxSmJp04iTNcgs
https://youtu.be/4Ttjyjj59_0?si=k4Z0oz41PLcYUqY_
https://youtu.be/AUd1HSWoMVQ?si=19G-Pfr_BW6i8BF3
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but of one that is hard to detect of what it is and where it’s coming from. Your rules are absurdly 

insufficient and your comments do nothing but put a heavy fog in my head. So, please, please, please, 

try it again.   

P.S. Trump is as left as they get!! Explain to me then that he’s “right-wing”! Hitler left-wing, Orbán, 

left-wing, Trump, left-wing. Just because everyone says it so, doesn’t make it so. I can explain my 

position in a minute, you cannot explain that in hours! I know, but go ahead and try! 

 

                                                      
i Trolling on the internet refers to the act of deliberately provoking, harassing, or antagonizing others online by posting inflammatory, 

offensive, or misleading comments or content with the intention of eliciting an emotional response or disrupting discussion. Trolls may 

target individuals or communities across various online platforms such as social media, forums, chat rooms, or comment sections. 

The term "trolling" originated from the fishing technique of trolling, where a baited line is dragged through the water to attract fish. In 

the context of the internet, the term was first used in the early 1990s on online forums and bulletin board systems (BBS). Initially, it 

referred to behavior aimed at disrupting online discussions, often by posting irrelevant or provocative messages to incite reactions from 

other users. 

Over time, trolling has evolved and become more sophisticated, with trolls using various tactics to provoke emotional responses or sow 

discord. This behavior can range from harmless pranks to more harmful forms of cyberbullying or harassment. Trolling is often done 

anonymously or under pseudonyms to conceal the troll's identity and avoid accountability for their actions. 

While some trolling may be done for entertainment or to express dissenting opinions, it can have negative consequences, including 

fostering hostility, spreading misinformation, and causing emotional distress to individuals or communities. Many online platforms have 

implemented measures to combat trolling, such as community guidelines, content moderation, and user-blocking features, to maintain a 

safer and more respectful online environment. 

 
ii
 The term "moral high ground" refers to a position of moral superiority or ethical righteousness that one person or group claims to 

hold over another. It suggests that the individual or group asserting the moral high ground believes their actions, beliefs, or values are 

more virtuous, just, or morally correct compared to those of others. 

Here's a more detailed explanation: 

1. Ethical Superiority: Claiming the moral high ground implies that one's actions or beliefs align with a higher standard of morality or 

ethics compared to others. This can manifest in various ways, such as adhering strictly to ethical principles, championing noble causes, or 

upholding values that are considered universally virtuous. 

2. Judgment and Criticism: Those who assert the moral high ground may criticize or judge others whose actions or beliefs they perceive 

as falling short of their own moral standards. This judgment can be explicit or implicit and may be accompanied by condemnation or 

disdain for perceived moral failings. 

3. Conflict and Disagreement: Asserting the moral high ground often occurs in the context of conflict or disagreement, where opposing 

parties hold divergent views or engage in behaviors that are deemed unethical or immoral by one side. By positioning themselves as 

morally superior, individuals or groups may seek to delegitimize their opponents' arguments or actions. 

4. Rhetorical Strategy: Claiming the moral high ground can also serve as a rhetorical strategy to bolster one's credibility, persuade others 

to adopt their perspective, or justify their own actions or decisions. By presenting themselves as morally upright, individuals or groups 

may enhance their perceived authority or legitimacy in the eyes of others. 

5. Self-Reflection and Accountability: While asserting the moral high ground can be a means of advocating for positive change or 

holding others accountable for their actions, it's important for individuals to engage in self-reflection and introspection to ensure they 

are genuinely acting in accordance with their professed moral values. Hypocrisy or inconsistency can undermine the credibility of claims 

to the moral high ground. 

Overall, the concept of the moral high ground is complex and subjective, influenced by cultural, philosophical, and personal beliefs about 

morality and ethics. It can be a powerful rhetorical tool in debates and discussions but should be approached with caution and humility, 

mindful of the potential for bias, judgment, and self-righteousness. 

 
iii
 friendships in relations to success? 

ChatGPT 

ChatGPT 
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Friendships can play a significant role in an individual's success in various aspects of life. Here are several ways in which friendships can 

impact success: 

1. Support and Encouragement: Friends can provide emotional support during challenging times, offering encouragement, empathy, and 

a listening ear. This support can boost confidence and resilience, enabling individuals to navigate obstacles and pursue their goals more 

effectively. 

2. Networking Opportunities: Friendships often extend beyond personal connections and can lead to valuable networking opportunities. 

Introductions, referrals, and collaborations through friends can open doors to new job opportunities, business ventures, or creative 

projects. 

3. Diverse Perspectives: Friends come from different backgrounds, cultures, and experiences, providing diverse perspectives and insights. 

These varied viewpoints can spark creativity, broaden understanding, and lead to innovative solutions to problems, contributing to 

professional success. 

4. Skill Development: Friends can share knowledge, skills, and experiences with each other. Whether it's learning a new hobby, honing 

professional skills, or receiving feedback on projects, friends can act as mentors and teachers, fostering personal and professional growth. 

5. Mental Well-being: Strong friendships are linked to improved mental well-being, including lower stress levels, increased happiness, and 

better overall health. A positive mental state is conducive to productivity, focus, and the ability to handle challenges effectively, all of 

which contribute to success. 

6. Accountability: Friends can hold each other accountable for their goals and commitments. Whether it's staying motivated to exercise 

regularly, meet deadlines, or pursue career aspirations, having supportive friends who check in and offer accountability can enhance 

productivity and goal achievement. 

7. Celebrating Achievements: Friends celebrate each other's successes, big or small. Sharing accomplishments with friends not only 

boosts morale but also reinforces a sense of achievement and fulfillment, motivating individuals to continue striving for success. 

It's important to cultivate and nurture positive friendships built on mutual respect, trust, and support. Investing time and effort in 

maintaining meaningful friendships can have long-lasting benefits that contribute to personal and professional success. 

 

Follow-up conversations: 

 

Joey Dias 

Chris Dias See. You keep citing MeidasTouch. That guy has never said a true statement in his life. And he 

misrepresents everything. Stop watching him. Switch to Newsmax. Watch Greg Kelly for a month and get some 

perspective. 

9h 

Reply 

Joey Dias 

Chris Dias If Trump emboldened Putin… then why did Putin wait until Trump was gone to attack? 

Everything about Trump can be debunked of substantiated by simply pointing to his first term. 

9h 

Reply 

Joey Dias 

Chris Dias Here’s the real person you should be watching (with over twice as many subscribers): 

https://youtu.be/1ZUuqISBle0?si=EaffYrKbJpsmZXxf 

UPDATE: Everything We Know About Ukraine and WHY It's Happening | Louder With Crowder 

YOUTUBE.COM 

UPDATE: Everything We Know About Ukraine and WHY It's Happening | Louder With Crowder 

UPDATE: Everything We Know About Ukraine and WHY It's Happening | Louder With Crowder 

9h 

Reply 

Chris Dias 

Joey Dias I have 75 links from several nations and you tell me that I should be watching one? So, I briefly look 

at the comments below your ONE and see bloggers posting despicable comments and innuendos and 

insinuations that I have no desire to be a pa… See more 

Mediaaccess Bt. - English Language Studies - Hallgatói sarok - Country by Country - The United States of 

America - Joey Dias 

MEDIAACCESS.HU 

Mediaaccess Bt. - English Language Studies - Hallgatói sarok - Country by Country - The United States of 

America - Joey Dias 

Mediaaccess Bt. - English Language Studies - Hallgatói sarok - Country by Country - The United States of 

America - Joey Dias 

7h 

Reply 
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Remove Preview 

Edited 

Joey Dias 

Chris Dias That’s just about how honest they are. When they make a mistake or say something untruthful, they 

own it. 

Your links are all from sources that don’t. And most of them are Meidas… who is a fraud with a vendetta. He 

spews misinformation al… See more 

6h 

Reply 

Joey Dias 

Chris Dias So of your 75… we must throw out all nonAmerican ones. All of them are fake news. You have CNN 

on that list, which really speaks to the lists overall credibility. You have ABC on that list, which is known for 

lying. I don’t see Blaze, Da… See more 

6h 

Reply 

Joey Dias 

Chris Dias Piers Morgan is the ONLY one on that list who is slightly credible. But he recently got taken to the 

mat by Crowder, too. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KX6d1q2dzQ4 

Piers Morgan vs Steven Crowder | The Full Interview 

YOUTUBE.COM 

Piers Morgan vs Steven Crowder | The Full Interview 

Piers Morgan vs Steven Crowder | The Full Interview 

6h 

Reply 

Joey Dias 

Chris Dias As far as CNN goes: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B95VxLQ8baE… See more 

#CNNTapes: Jeff Zucker Labels Donald Trump A Bigger Threat To National Security Than Voter Fraud 

YOUTUBE.COM 

#CNNTapes: Jeff Zucker Labels Donald Trump A Bigger Threat To National Security Than Voter Fraud 

#CNNTapes: Jeff Zucker Labels Donald Trump A Bigger Threat To National Security Than Voter Fraud 

6h 

Reply 

Joey Dias 

Chris Dias As far as MSNBC goes (which is also, laughably, on your list): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=03gPCCeg5OM 

Rachel Maddow CRIES "Dictator" Trump! Ignores Real Tyrant... 

YOUTUBE.COM 

Rachel Maddow CRIES "Dictator" Trump! Ignores Real Tyrant... 

Rachel Maddow CRIES "Dictator" Trump! Ignores Real Tyrant... 

6h 

Reply 

Chris Dias 

Joey Dias You're so dumb, God came down and took away your most precious Christian stripes a long time ago, 

and you don't even know it, but are still prancing around like you're still one of them. You, my friend, are an 

accessory to mass murder. You're… See more 

45m 

Reply 

Edited 

Chris Dias 

Joey Dias You're The Emperor without Clothes. "Has never said a true statement in his lif." Basic logic 101 - 

almost never say "never." By its very face, that statement is false. You're a fraud. You're taking it in the arse and 

are loving it. Pathetic. I cite many, many, many resources, but right now I'm citing certain sites. Go ahead and 

show me where he's wrong (there are many on that channel), and I'll correct him immediately. You won't do it, 

because you can't do it. 

Joey Dias So, getting back to your first vid, Crowder, in his very- VERY FIRST sentence starts to say that he 

doesn't fkn know and he thinks that ... BASIC fkn communication 101 - don't tell everyone how stupid you are, 
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and don't use words like, '... I think.' If you don't fkn know, find out! You're a fraud, Joey, and a mass murderer 

supporter. 


